This edited collection brings together some ten of the papers given originally to a conference---'The Healthy Life: People, Perceptions, and Politics'---held under the auspices of the European Association for the History of Medicine and Health in 1999. With one exception---that of Kearns and Laxton, whose piece is on the mid-nineteenth century---the essays focus, to varying degrees, on the first half of the twentieth century. Aside from the Introduction by the editor, the book is divided into two sections: 'Local contexts, international settings' and 'The international theatre and the locus of expertise'. The former contains essays by Gerry Kearns and Paul Laxton (on the Famine Irish in Liverpool); Pedro Samblás Tilve (on drug use in early twentieth-century Spain); Alfredo Menéndez Navarro (on the debate over the dangers of asbestos in Britain in the 1930s); and Shirish Naresh Kavadi (on the hookworm campaign in 1920s Madras). As the section title suggests, these essays seek, as it happens successfully, to locate particular local issues in a much broader context. So, for example, as Kearns and Laxton point out in their thought-provoking essay, the handling of Irish Famine victims by the authorities in Liverpool was "not just a local affair, nor was it a crude reaction to an alien horde that could be described in terms of class" (p. 34). Rather, it showed how the cosmopolitan city of Liverpool reacted in a complex way to a group whose status was highly ambiguous both in the city itself and in the wider polity which then constituted the United Kingdom.

The second section comprises pieces of a more overtly international character: by Paul Weindling (on the "new public health" of the first half of the twentieth century); John Hutchinson (on international movements in child health in the 1920s); Gabriele Moser and Jochen Fleischhacker (on the modernization of social hygiene in Weimar Germany); Marcos Cueto (on social medicine in the Andes, 1920--1950); Lion Murard and Patrick Zylberman (on French social medicine in its international context in the 1930s); and James Gillespie (on international health from the perspective of social security and social medicine). As with the previous section, it is invidious to single out any one contribution. But it is perhaps worth mentioning the essay by the late John Hutchinson. As he rightly points out, the impact of the First World War on children and their health was immense, and the inter-war period saw a range of initiatives, by both official and voluntary bodies, designed to alleviate child suffering. These took place at both national and international levels, with perhaps the most famous of the latter being the Declaration of the Rights of the Child passed by the League of Nations in 1924. The actual success of these initiatives, though, is another matter, about which Hutchinson displays a justified scepticism. This illustrates, inter alia, all too clearly the difficulties inherent in seeking to improve health---and of course here there are endless problems of definition---at an international level.

This collection of essays, to which this review has in such a short space done scant justice, deserves a wide readership. The editor is to be commended in bringing these papers to publication in this admirable series. The Introduction concludes by saying that the collection "is designed to enhance our understanding of modern society and elucidate the cultural meaning of medicine as a historical agent, and, above all, to raise many more questions than answers" (p. 7). There is no doubt that these are important contributions in themselves to understanding health in its international context; and, moreover, will provide a platform for future debate, discussion, and research.
